
Global Leaders Committee (GLC) Cascade Call 19 November 2018 – online call 

The GLC is composed of elected Leader-representatives from each Direct Connect 
Entity (DCE) to facilitate communication between Leaders and the LLLI Board of 
Directors (BOD) and staff. 

Attendees: Cecily Harkins (BOD Chair, LLLI), Lee Claassen (Executive Director, 
LLLI); Emilia Bertolo, Helen Marriott (LLLGB); Mary Bird, Herrade Perle, Lydia 
de Raad (European Area Network); Guille Vazquez, Priscilla Strothers 
(International Area Network); Carolyn Driver-Burgess (LLLNZ); Debbi Heffern, 
Jennifer Rushton, Marianne Vakiener, Linda Anderson (LLL USA); Mel Neal 
(LLL Canada); Rita Daaboul-Hanna, Marie-Lynne Pelletier (Ligue La Leche). 

1) LLLI General Budget 

August financial report has been approved and will be up on the website shortly. 
September report will be looked at by the Board in their next meeting (late 
November). Income currently below budget. Expenses are approximately 
$40,000 per month. Year-end giving season is a key point for donations 
(including Giving Tuesday), and it is hoped this trend of lower income will be 
reversed. Final figures about the end-of-year giving will probably not be available 
until the end of January. Cecily highlighted her aim to make finances a top 
priority for 2018, to make the organisation financially sustainable. It was 
mentioned that LLLI cost-sharing invoices have not gone out to the DCEs for 
Quarters 2 and 3. GLC stresses on looking at lowering expenses instead of just 
looking at increasing income. 

The possibility of securing a grant writer is being explored: grants could pay for 
particular projects such as translations or refugee support (to help Leaders in 
some areas who are helping in refugee camps). 

2) Fundraising 

2a. LLLI Plans for Giving Tuesday: Primarily a social media campaign (although US 
donors have received a postcard). This year entities have been encouraged to 
participate, and the messages include a list of local entities to whom the money 
can be donated. For next year, it might be a good idea to have the materials 
available for use by entities around the world.  

2b. LLLI Webinars Results: The most popular webinar so far has been the first one 
by Kathleen Kendall-Tackett, and the least attended was the one by Dr. Paricio 
(in Spanish). Target income from the webinars was conservatively set at $6200 
dollars. Actual income is on track to meet/exceed that target: so far the webinars 
have raised approximately $4,800). Several seminars are programmed to occur 
between now and March. 

3) Publications 



3a. Status of The Womanly Art of Breastfeeding 9th Edition: Linda Smith (BOD) has 
a committee of Leaders reading the current WAB to decide if at least 30% of 
information needs a change, which will be necessary before the publisher would 
be willing to agree to a new edition. That will allow LLLI to prepare a proposal. 
The work has just started; Lee does not expect results and a proposal before April 
2019. GLC suggests exploring the possibility of publishing WAB as an e-book, 
which could allowed us to publish the book ourselves. 

3b. New Editor for Breastfeeding Today: the aim to have a new editor by the end of 
the year. 

3c. Breastfeeding Today Articles: old articles of BT are being republished in the new 
LLLI website, after permission has been sought from the authors. Some of the 
authors have requested to update their articles. 

3e. Status of Leader Handbook Update: introduction and first chapters almost ready 
to be uploaded on the LLLI website (currently checked for formatting issues). The 
others are in the pipeline, but not clear how complete they are (Cecily agreed to 
check on their state). Some discussion on whether circulating the chapters to the 
DCE before being uploaded onto the LLLI website (with some GLC reps arguing 
that the groups working on the various chapters already have representation 
from across the LLLI world. At the moment it does not seem that is part of the 
schedule). The schedule seems unclear, in previous GLC call (September) it was 
said to be ‘close to finishing’.  

4) Branding 

4a. Mamava (www.mamava.com) A question was asked in reference to a Mamava 
tweet, talking about “resources” being developed with LLLI. Lee reported at the 
moment there are no specifics, the agreement is for Mamava to have information 
on LLLI in their social media accounts (at the moment this is a one year 
agreement only.) 

A question was asked about a social media post by Mamava, with a photo of one 
of their pods which showed a Johnson & Johnson pull up stand next to it. 
Johnson & Johnson itself is not a code violator, but the company hosts 
BabyCenter (which promotes the use of formula); there was some discussion on 
whether that was an issue. Cecily agreed to look into the issue. 

5) Leader Accreditation 

5a. Suspension of applications with separation (this point seemed to affect 
particularly the USA). USA reps asked whether applications put on hold since 
August could be resumed now that new guidance on separation (and provisional 
appendices) had been issued. Cecily reported that the applications should 
proceed with the provisional appendices currently available, and that this had 
been communicated throughout the Leader Accreditation Department (LAD). 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=http%3A%2F%2Fwww.mamava.com%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR1MnUcaolSoEpc9qoIlCHS1EjkMik1Ggc5hsskhzXpzJPEkeIBCvL2YYdw&h=AT1spNYuK-uUGTE-GdO4K6FgDnPdHjmDzX0PhFFL7uNBlhicogXjBka0yJoVzrWz8RE8Iw8G3cOHjWBmolzkjFuW2SIMqQemBJo-XECtp-Vq89N420ps0iaTpJ1BeVHsvsk


Some GLC reps reported the message had been filtered through. However, one of 
the USA reps highlighted that this information had not been fully communicated 
to Leaders on the ground. Cecily will follow this up with LAD to make sure the 
message had been communicated. 

A clarification from the NZ rep (who is also in LAD): “LAD reps were already 
using a "provisional" version of App 18 that I understand was produced by LAD 
itself. Then last week I was informed that LAD reps should now use these new 
provisional appendices. From my perspective, Appendix 18 does not actually 
conflict with the new decision on separation, although it certainly needs revision. 
But I am very uncomfortable with unapproved policies being used. Policies are 
either approved or not.” Some discussion took place on whether it was necessary 
to use provisional appendices for legal reasons. 

6) Global Policy-Making 

6a. Update/clarification of social media policy: This was the response from Ellen 
Mateer (BOD, Chair of the LLLI Social Media Committee) to the question about 
how the new LLLI Social Media Policy would have fared when looking previous 
controversial events (the Pioneer event, for example) in which Leaders 
challenged Board decisions on social media Board decisions. Several GLC reps 
expressed gratitude for the clarification received (copied below.) 

“Thank you for your enquiry about the Social Media Policy for LLL Leaders, I 
apologise for the delay in responding to it. The Social Media Committee and the 
Board spent some time responding to comments and suggestions from DCE 
representatives and individual Leaders about the policy. At the recent in-person 
Board meeting, on the 15th October, the policy was revised to say " We welcome 
discussion, including questions and disagreement, about issues affecting Leaders 
and LLL in internal LLL groups. It is expected that such discussion will be 
respectful of others, and an effort made to listen to and understand all points of 
view; it should be noted that discriminatory language of any kind is not 
acceptable." (https://www.llli.org/leader-pages/policies-standing-rules/ Leader 
login required, scroll down to 'S'). Several other amendments were also made 
including a clarification of what public, and internal LLL spaces are, and a 
statement that "Showing your own sexual orientation, race or religion on your 
profile is not prohibited". An important point to make in response to your 
original enquiry is that due to processes now in place LLLI would not go into any 
form of relationship with a company not complying with its obligations under the 
International Code - so Happy Families would not have been at the Pioneer 
Event, I think the Board can be confident this is true evidenced in our recent due 
diligence on potential donors resulting in their rejection. The voices of Leaders at 
the time were effective in communicating deep concerns about LLLI's actions, in 
adopting policies and processes this Board have held in mind the importance to 
the organisation of upholding our ethical standards. In the discussions about the 

https://l.facebook.com/l.php?u=https%3A%2F%2Fwww.llli.org%2Fleader-pages%2Fpolicies-standing-rules%2F%3Ffbclid%3DIwAR3TgFi1MPRpjVcGBfFgbXUCzaNumkn_HlmWgNKIfrQHvTIblWJrC6XUUEg&h=AT2IfVP0z6iL2x2ESlTgshT6iMfxzV2joj-0jIvFtwzyIuh1wB5rvktUsk8D_Bc0rSfBstUYOy5vp2POVkwxU1F4w79LgnZMZ07QFiQ8IXr78Olb3x_YW_iRQXIdLZGt0kk


Pioneer Event some Board members' and Leaders' comments may have been in 
violation of this section of the policy:" Use respectful dialogue aligned with LLLI 
values and practices when communicating." The discussions themselves would 
not have violated the policy." The policy is not intended to, nor would it in 
practice, stop discussion or debate in Leader spaces. There is a current discussion 
in the US based LLL Leader Diversity Sharing Group (open to Leaders outside 
the USA too) about the Board's recent decision concerning mother-baby 
separation. It is candid and respectful, with Leaders making clear their views 
about the change with some criticism and hurt expressed around Board actions/ 
inactions. There was a recent discussion in the international LLL Leader group 
about Breastfeeding Today posts - it contained criticism of Board actions and 
communications, and combined with emails to the Board about the same subject, 
helped with understanding of the importance to Leaders of obtaining permission 
to republish Breastfeeding Today posts. The thread also gave rise to some very 
useful solutions to problems we had locating some articles. Leader feedback is 
very important to the Board. Leader emails, Facebook messages and comments 
on Facebook threads have been very effective - we have recently made changes to 
webposts, and the images we use based on Leader requests and information 
shared by them. Of course, not all Board members are active on social media 
frequently, and none are in all the groups Leaders are, so social media should 
never be relied upon as a means of communicating concerns to the whole Board.” 

6b. Review Panel: Cecily is working on putting together the new Review Panel. She 
has approached some potential panel members, who had questions about the 
level of commitment which would be required from them. Some GLC reps 
clarified that the panel has only been used once.  

(Note: The GLC has the power to send Board decisions, which they consider 
outside the Board remit, to the Review Panel for consideration. This has 
happened only once since the GLC was formed in 2014. For more info, see the 
info about the Review Panel in Appendix 9 regarding the GLC: The Review Panel 
shall be composed of five members. Members of the Review Panel will either be 
former Board members or persons with training, experience or skill regarding 
policy making and policy implementation. No more than three former Board 
members may serve on the Review Panel at one time. Members of the Review 
Panel shall be selected by the LLLI Board subject to the approval of a majority of 
Representatives of the GLC to serve for a term of three years. ]) 

6c. Results of the Global Leadership Summit in Raleigh in Nov 2018 and goals set: This 
face-to-face meeting took place over a weekend in October in Raleigh, North 
Carolina (USA). It included BOD and representatives from all DCEs, as well as 
LAD representatives; approximately 40+ people attended. Some GLC reps raised 
concerns about an Administrator of one USA Area Network being personally 
invited to the Raleigh meeting. Cecily pointed out that she had been invited as 
representing the largest Area Network with the largest number of Leaders. The 



USA reps expressed it was inappropriate, and could be seen as bypassing the USA 
Council. GLC stressed to the Board on using proper communicating channels and 
following policy.  

Follow up from Raleigh: Working groups with the reps who attended the Raleigh 
meeting are being formed. The groups consist of a Board member, a rep from 
LAD, and DCE reps: their aim is to work on the issues identified at the meeting. 
There was some discussion on the usefulness of this particular set up (splitting 
into small groups). Lee suggested that the process had worked well with the 
changes to the Board Election process. The key focus of these groups is the role of 
LLLI. There was some discussion about the need to move from discussing the 
role of LLLI (an ongoing discussion over the last few years) to the actual 
implementation of that role. 

7) Governance 

7a. Status of filling empty Board seats & spring 2019 elections: The following is 
extracted from a report by Devorah Schesch-Wernick’s (BOD, Chair of the Bylaws 
Committee): “All DCEs have Board Election Committees. A number of 
Committees have shared what the process will be in their entity. 2019 Elections 
will be held for one BOD member in each of the following entities: USA, Canada, 
New Zealand and Ligue La Leche. Search letters were scheduled to be sent out 
the beginning of November.” 

8) Any other business 

Translations of important communications from LLLI. This was originally raised by 
the ACL for LLL France and echoed by other GLC reps. It was requested that the 
Board should give the Areas a fair warning of about seven days, for Areas to 
translate important messages/changes into their own languages. The example 
given was the information on the changes about the way applications with 
separation are handled. The information was sent to the DCEs on Friday, and the 
LLLI general communication to Leaders went out the following Monday. That left 
very little time to translate the information (the length of the text was highlighted 
as a key issue). There was also a brief discussion on the problems associated with 
sending emails on Friday during US business hours: because of the time 
difference, by the time they reach some DCEs, it is already the weekend.  

 


